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Tests for Comparing Elements
of a Correlation Matrix

James H. Steiger
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

In a variety of situations in psychological research, it is desirable to be able to
make statistical comparisons between correlation coefficients measured on the
same individuals. For example, an experimenter may wish to assess whether
two predictors correlate equally with a criterion variable. In another situation,
the experimenter may wish to test the hypothesis that an entire matrix of
correlations has remained stable over time. The present article reviews the
literature on such tests, points out some statistics that should be avoided, and
presents a variety of techniques that can be used safely with medium to large
samples. Several illustrative numerical examples are provided.

Statistical tests for comparing two or more
elements of a correlation matrix are of con-
siderable potential value for interpreting the
outcomes of psychological research. As a
simple example, suppose an experimenter
wishes to test the hypothesis that a predictor-
criterion correlation has not changed from an
earlier value obtained on the same subjects.
This can be treated statistically as a hypothesis
of the form pw = p^. Unfortunately, the test
of such a hypothesis is not straightforward
because correlation coefficients measured on
the same individuals are not, in general, inde-
pendent. However, in the past 10 years, mathe-
matical statisticians have developed efficient
methods for testing such a hypothesis. Re-
grettably, the better techniques have not yet
filtered through to psychological statistics
texts, and some authoritative sources cite
methods that are clearly suboptimal.

The purpose of the present article is to re-
view the recent literature and correct some
misconceptions about tests for comparing cor-
relation coefficients. In addition, some new
techniques are presented that yield improved
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small-sample performance and computational
efficiency. Several techniques are illustrated
with numerical examples.

Tests for the Equality of Two
Dependent Correlations

Two sample correlations obtained on the
same individuals are not, in general, inde-
pendent of each other. Indeed, correlations
have a correlation matrix of their own. As
early as 1898, Pearson and Filon obtained
asymptotic expressions for the variance-co-
variance matrix of a set of correlations. De-
noting the covariance between rjk and r^ as
a-jkjfi and the variance of rjk as o>2, expres-
sions equivalent to those of Pearson and Filon
are

VW = AW2= (I-P,*8)*; (1)
and

X (pkm ~ Pkliphm)"] + [(P;»I ~ Pikphm)

X (pkh — PkiPjh)'] + [.(Pjh — Pjmpmh)

X (pkm — PJtjPjm)] + C(Pj'"> ~ PikPkm)

X (Pkh. — PfcmPm*)]}- (2)

When two correlations have an index in
common, the covariance expression in Equa-
tion 2 can be simplified to the equivalent form,

— Pjl? — Pjft2 — Pkl?)- (3)
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The above results led to some early asymp-
totic z tests for null hypotheses of the forms
Pit = Phm and pjk = pih. It is well-known from
asymptotic distribution theory that as the
sample size becomes large, the distribution of
a set of correlation coefficients approaches the
multivariate normal in form. HencCj with large
samples, two sample correlation coefficients
(and their differences) have an approximately
normal distribution. To construct a practical
test statistic, one must estimate the ^y*2 and
the \l/jk.hm with some consistent estimator, but
this will not affect the asymptotic result.
Hence, if $ denotes expressions obtained by
substituting rjk for py* in Equations 1-3, then

X (&*» + &*' - 2&*.,*)-1 (4)

will have an asymptotic distribution that is
standard normal. Statistic Z\ provides a large-
sample statistic for testing the equality of two
correlations with one index in common.
Similarly, the statistic,

Z2 = N* (rik - rhm)

X (&•** (5)

allows a large-sample test of the hypothesis
Pjk = Phm- Zi and Z2 were popularized by
Peters and Van Voorhis (1940) in their classic
introductory text.

Hotelling (1940) suggested an alternative to
Zi for testing null hypotheses of the form
Pjk = Pih- Hotelling 's statistic was

T, = (N - 3)»(r« - rlh)

X(l
where

| R = (1 - rjk* - V -

*> (6)

is the determinant of the 3 X 3 correlation
matrix containing the coefficients being tested.
Under highly restrictive assumptions, 7\ is
distributed as Student's t with df = N - 3.

Although Zi and Z2 are useful for large
samples, Hotelling 's T\ is basically useless as
a replacement for Z\ with any sample size
because it does not have its designated dis-
tribution (or even come close to it) under a
variety of conditions in which py* = pyji. For
example, if pn = pn — (.5)* and pw = 0, the
null hypothesis is true. Yet, at a nominal
Type I error rate (a) of .05, T\ will almost

always reject the null hypothesis. Williams
(1959) proposed a modification of T\ to
alleviate this difficulty. Williams's formula is

where f = ?(?> + rih)- T2, like TI, has a
/ distribution with df = N — 3. Unfortunately,
some prominent psychological statistics texts
(Ferguson, 1976; McNemar, 1969) and articles
(Kenny, 1975) have recommended TI for
comparing two correlations with an index in
common. However, TI need not and should
not be used for this purpose.

In 1964, Olkin and Siotani (Note 1) de-
veloped a number of important results in cor-
relational theory, including a succinct rederiva-
tion of Equations 1-3. Olkin (1967) provided
a readable, popularized account of several
correlational statistics, including Zi and Z2.
Unfortunately, formulas for Z\ and Z2 given
in Olkin's text have typographical errors.
Glass and Stanley (1970) give a correct
formula for Z\. Kenny (1973) recommends Z2

as a test of significance in cross-lagged panel
correlation analysis.

The normality of Z\ and Z2 depends on the
asymptotic normality of sample correlation
coefficients. However, if the sample is not
large and population correlations have extreme
values, these statistics depart from their
nominal Type I error rates (Steiger, Note 2).
The Fisher (1921) r-io-z transform,

*" =
+ (8)

helps to eliminate this problem because it
transforms a sample correlation to a variable
that is close to normally distributed, even with
small sample sizes and extreme py*. To capital-
ize on the virtues of this transformation, Dunn
and Clark (1969) developed statistics that are
analogous to Z\ and Z2 but that use the
Fisher transform instead of raw correlations.
As a straightforward consequence of a theorem
in Olkin and Siotani (Note 1), it can be shown,
the zyj; have asymptotic variances and covari-
ances that can be expressed as

c.kz _ fff _ 3) f f j. 2 = 1 ; (9)
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and

Cjk,hm = —

(10)

(11)
In the following discussion, sample estimates

of Cjk.jh and Cjk.hm, obtained by substituting
sample correlations for population correlations
in Equations 10 and 11, are denoted Sjk.jh and
Sjk.h,n, respectively.

Fisher-transformed correlations have an as-
ymptotic distribution that like that of the rih

is multivaviate normal. However, the zik re-
tain their marginal normality in small samples,
and their variance in small samples is extremely
close to the asymptotic value l/(Ar — 3).
Hence, we would have strong intuitive reason
to suspect that Equations 9-11 could be used
to obtain improved analogs of statistics Z\
and Zi. These statistics, given in Dunn and
Clark (1969), are

= (N -

and

= (N - - zhm)(2 -

»; (12)

. (13)

Monte Carlo simulation experiments (Neill
& Dunn, 1975; Steiger, Note 2) have con-
firmed that statistics Z\* and Zf (as well as
T%) are notably superior to Z\ and Z2 in main-
taining Type I error rate control at small
sample sizes. All three statistics can be used
with confidence when sample size exceeds 20.

Further improvement in Type I error rate
control can be obtained by modifying Z*
and Z* to incorporate the null hypothesis.
Specifically, we estimate those correlations
that are equal under the null hypothesis by
pooling corresponding sample correlations. For
example, if the null hypothesis pjk = phm is
true, then ?.,-<;,;,„, = %(r,-k + rhm) gives a pooled,
more reliable estimate (an ordinary least
squares estimate) of both p;k and phm than
either sample correlation taken separately.
The pooled estimate can be used in place of
fjk and r-hm in Equation 1 1 for computing
Sjk.hm- If we denote an Sjk,hm computed with a
pooled estimate as Sjk.hm, then the modified
test statistics can be written

and

2t* = (N - - zlim)(2 -

(15)

Comparisons Among More Than
Two Correlations

A large number of hypotheses involving the
comparison of two correlations can be sub-
sumed under a common descriptive heading as
pattern hypotheses and can be tested statis-
tically within the same general framework. A
pattern hypothesis on a population correlation
matrix P is any hypothesis that states that
some of its elements are equal to each other
and/or to specified numerical values.

If we extract the k = (m? — m)/2 unique
off-diagonal elements of P, the m X m popula-
tion correlation matrix, and place them in a
A X 1 vector p, we can express any pattern
hypothesis in the form

H0: p = po = AY + p* (16)

where A is a k X q matrix of zeros and ones
with elements Sij = dpoi/dTji 7 is a q X 1
vector of common (unspecified) correlations,
and p* is a k X 1 vector containing specified
values for elements of p and containing zeros
in other positions. For example, let P be 4 X 4.
Let HO be that p3i = p-n = 7i, that p32 = -6
(a specified value), and that p4i = p.a = p«
= 72- Then H0 may be written in the matrix-
notation of Equation 16 as

P21

P31

P32

P41

p.12

P43

[1 01
1 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 1

f7ll 4-
UJ +

0"
0
.6
0
0

,0
P = A y + v*

= (N - yt - zih)(2 - (14)

There are a number of alternative approaches
for estimation and hypothesis testing of corre-
lational pattern hypotheses. Estimates of p0

generally take the form p = A^ + p*, so the
problem of estimating p is essentially equiva-
lent to obtaining an estimate (f) for y.

Maximum likelihood estimates (PML) can
be obtained by treating the pattern hypothesis
as a special case of the analysis of covariance
structures. McDonald (1974, 1975) developed
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TESPAR, a highly efficient computer algorithm
that yields maximum likelihood estimates for
the elements of p (and the population covari-
ance matrix) when p* = 0, a null vector.
These estimates can then be used to calculate
a likelihood ratio chi-square statistic with
df = k — q. The statistic is of the form
U = A7*, with

= ;»(€*(- /»|S | + trace m,

(17)

where C* is the maximum likelihood estimate
of C, the population covariance matrix, under
Ho, and S is the sample covariance matrix.

The maximum likelihood (likelihood ratio
test) approach, as currently used, appears to
have at least two major drawbacks. First, it
requires sometimes lengthy computer iteration
of PML- Second, U is a large-sample statistic
that can be shown, through Monte Carlo
simulations, to reject the null hypothesis too
frequently for moderate to small sample sizes
(see Neill & Dunn, 1975; Steiger, Note 3).

The latter difficulty can be overcome, for all
practical purposes, by using PML in a quadratic
form statistic that like the Dunn-Clark and
Neill-Dunn statistics, uses the distributional
stability of the Fisher transform to achieve
improved small-sample performance. Let r be
a vector of observed sample correlations, with
indices corresponding to the elements of p.
Let Z(PML) be a vector of Fisher transforms
of the elements of PML, and define z(r) like-
wise for r. Define SML as N times the estimated
variance-covariance matrix for z(r). Elements
of SML are obtained by substituting elements
of PMI, for population correlations in Equations
9-11. Then the statistic,

X, = (N - 3)[>(r) - Z(PML)]'

X SwL-'OO) - Z(PML)], (18)

has, like U, an asymptotic X2jt_8 distribution.
An alternative approach to estimation and

testing of pattern hypotheses, one that avoids
lengthy computer iteration, is based on the
use of generalized least squares estimators
(PGLS). The calculation of PGLS proceeds as
follows: Define p^s as a vector of ordinary
least squares estimators for p<>. As a straight-
forward extension of the estimator fjh,hm dis-

cussed earlier, PLS is given as

PLS = ATLS + p*; -?LS = (A'Aj-'A'Cr - p*).
(19)

Next, we define an estimate of N times the
variance-covariance matrix of r, 2LS, as the
matrix whose elements are obtained by sub-
stituting elements of pLs for pjt in Equations
1-3. Then PGLS, the vector of generalized least
squares estimates, is

I>GLS = A-/GLS + P*
-P*)]. (20)

Browne (1974) showed that PGLS is as-
ymptotically equivalent to PML. If we define
SLS as the matrix whose elements are obtained
by substituting elements of ^Ls for pik in
Equations 9-11, then

X, = (N - 3)[z(r) - Z(POLS)]'
X Sr,B-lO(r) - Z(PGLS)] (21)

is, like Xi, asymptotically XV- «. Browne
(1977), who has pioneered the use of generalized
least squares estimators for testing pattern
hypotheses, has pointed out that in many
cases, PGLS and PLS are formally equivalent
and that, generally, they differ only slightly.
Hence, in situations in which computational
convenience is paramount, an approximate
XV9 statistic may be computed by substitu-
ting pLS for PGLS in Equation 21. Recent un-
published Monte Carlo experiments (Steiger,
Note 3) on the relative performance of U, Xi,
and Xz indicate that U is notably inferior in
Type I error rate (a) control to Xi and Z2 at
small to moderate sample sizes. U rejects the
null hypothesis too often, whereas X\ and X$
have essentially equivalent performance. The
latter two statistics maintain essentially nomi-
nal a for N > 50, and performance is adequate
for samples as small as 20.

Some Numerical Examples

The following numerical examples provide
concrete illustrations of many of the computa-
tional methods. To consolidate the various
examples, all significance tests (a = .05) are
based on the same hypothetical correlation
matrix, given in Table 1. Table 1 contains
sample correlations, based on 103 observa-
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tions, for a hypothetical longitudinal study of
sex stereotypes and verbal achievement. Three
variables are measured twice on the same
individuals.

Case A: H<,: pjk = p jh

A number of efficient statistics are available
for testing this hypothesis. Computations for
T<i and Z\* are illustrated. Suppose that the
experimenter hypothesizes that p31 = p32, that
is, that masculinity and femininity scores cor-
relate equally with verbal achievement at
Time 1. We have rn = .40, rn = .SO, rn = .10,
jV = 103, | R | = .62, and f = £fai + ^32) = .45.
Substituting in Equation 7, we obtain T% =
— .8913, which, referred to the / distribution
with df = 100, is not significant. To compute
Z\*, we substitute f = .45 for r31 and r3-2 in
computing £3i,32. Hence, from Equations 3
and 10,

-i(.45)(.45)(l-.452-.452-.102)]/
(1 - .452)(1 - ,452) = .0042.

Z\* is then computed from Equation 14 as
— .8890. This value, when compared to the
standard normal curve rejection points of
±1.96, is not significant.

Case B: H0: pjk - phm

In this case, suppose the experimenter were
interested in testing the hypothesis that
the correlation between femininity and verbal
achievement was the same at Times 1 and 2.
This hypothesis, that p32 = pes, can be tested
with Z2* as follows. First, f32|85 = K-so + -60)
= .55 is substituted for r32 and r^ in com-
puting §32,65 from Equation 11, We also have
fjk = rn = .80, rkh = rM = .50, rkm = r^
= .70, rjm = r35 = .50, and AT = 103. Substi-
tuting in Equations 11 and 2, we obtain 2s32,65
= .9517. Since 232 = .5493 and s6» = .6931,
Zz* may be computed from Equation 15 as
— 1.4045. On the basis of this result, the null
hypothesis would not be rejected.

Case C: The Identity Hypothesis, H0: P = I

As Larzelere and Mulaik (1977) have
pointed out, performance of a large number of
individual significance tests of the form

Table 1
Correlation Matrix for a Hypothetical
Longitudinal Study

Variable

Ml
Fl
VI
M2
F2
V2

Ml

—
.10
.40
.70
.05
.45

Fl

—
.50
.05
.70
.50

VI

—
.50
.50
.80

M2

—
.50
.50

F2 V2

—.60 —

Note. Ml = masculinity at Time 1; Fl = feminin-
ity at Time 1 ; VI = verbal ability at Time 1 ; M2
= masculinity at Time 2 ; F2 = femininity at Time
2; V2 = verbal ability at Time 2.

pi,- = 0 can be analogous to the fallacy of
multiple t tests in the analysis of variance
unless special statistical precautions are taken.
One way of obtaining experimentwise error-
rate protection in such situations is to routinely
perform a simultaneous hypothesis test that
all correlations are 0 or that P = 1, an identity
matrix. If the preliminary overall test fails to
reject, then no further individual tests are
performed. Larzelere and Mulaik reviewed
several methods for testing the identity hy-
pothesis, but the present method, a simple
special case of statistic X2, is computationally
much simpler than the tests they mention
and, unlike these other tests, can be performed
easily by hand. Specifically, if P = I, then
SLS = I, and POLS = 0, a null vector. Hence,
under this null hypothesis, Equation 21 re-
duces to

X, = (N - 3) y. .2Zij . (22)

Applying the test statistic to the correlation
matrix in Table 1, we obtain X-i = 543.17,
which, when referred to a X2is distribution,
leads to overwhelming rejection of the null
hypothesis.

Case D: H0 = P32 = 7i

In this example, the experimenter hypothe-
sizes that the three variables have equal inter-
correlations at Time 1. This hypothesis may be
expressed in the notation of Equation 16 as
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Table 2
Null Hypothesis of Longitudinal Stability

Elements
of p Elements of A

Elements
of 7

Elements
of p*

rP2f|

P31

P32

Pn
PM

P)3

P51

P62

P5!

P54

P61

P62

P6I

P6(

•P66-

=

ri o o o o o o o o o o o
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OJ

7i 1

72

73

74
75

76

77

78

79

710

711
.712.

+

rO-
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.0.

We find in this case that TGLS = "?LS = 3.
Using Equation 21, we obtain X-2 = 14.95.
In this case, df = k — q = 3 — 1 = 2, and H0

is rejected.

Case E: Testing Longitudinal Stability of a
Correlation Matrix

A potentially important use for the pattern
hypothesis is in testing whether a set of correla-
tions (or perhaps an entire correlation matrix)
has remained constant at two (or more) points
in time. In the present example, suppose the
experimenter wishes to hypothesize that the
intercorrelations among masculinity, femi-
ninity, and verbal achievement remain con-
stant at Times 1 and 2. This null hypothesis,
which specifies simultaneously that p2i = p-at
~ 7i, pn = P64 = T2> and p32 = pes = 73, can
be stated in the notation of Equation 16 as
shown in Table 2. In this case, X% can be
computed as X-2 = 34.097, which, when re-
ferred to the X2

3 distribution, is significant.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Tests for Comparing Two Dependent
Correlations

Some highly efficient techniques are avail-
able, and empirical evidence suggests that
they can be used with confidence on sample
sizes as small as 20. The decision concerning

which of the good techniques to use is perhaps
less important than the knowledge of which
tests are clearly suboptimal and should be
avoided. When the null hypothesis of interest
is of the form p^ = pjh, tests 7\ and Zi_should
not be used, whereas r2, Zi*, and Z\* are
acceptable, with T-2 perhaps the best all-round
choice.

When the null hypothesis is of the form
P;*-. = Phm, tests Z<i* and Z2* are acceptable,
with the latter probably preferable in most
applications as the slightly more conservative
statistic. Z2, on the other hand, should never
be used because its performance is markedly
inferior to the other two statistics. All three
require about the same computational effort.

Tests for Comparing Several Dependent
Correlations

Many hypotheses of interest involving the
comparison of several dependent correlations
can be expressed as pattern hypotheses and
can be tested using the general techniques
described. The more traditional approach has
been to compute PML, followed by the likeli-
hood ratio test statistic U. However, it is now
clear from Monte Carlo research that if the
maximum likelihood approach is used, U is not
an optimal test statistic because it rejects a
true null hypothesis too often at small to
moderate sample sizes. One solution to this
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problem that works well is to compute the
quadratic form test statistic Xi instead of U.
An alternative approach might be to develop
a generalized correction constant to be used
in place of A7 in calculating U.

Unfortunately, even if an efficient statistic
is calculated instead of U, PML must be ob-
tained by computer iteration. On the other
hand, iteration is not required in calculating
the generalized least squares estimates. POLS
shares many of the asymptotic properties of
PML, tends in practice to be almost identical
to it, even at small samples, and can be com-
puted at a fraction of the cost (in many cases,
if necessary, with an advanced hand cal-
culator). Hence, for most practical purposes,
the generalized least squares approach yields
hypothesis tests that are, at worst, only
slightly less accurate than those obtained by
maximum likelihood methods but that require
far less computational effort. On balance, the
generalized least squares approach has much
to recommend it.1

1 A computer program, MULTICORR, that computes
statistic Xi for any pattern hypothesis on correlation
matrices of order 20 X 20 or less is available from the
author for a nominal charge.
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